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I. Ethiopic = “In the ______________ days will come an
__________, or ________ season.”
A. ________________ = chalepos = “Thru ________________
strength.”
1. _______ speaking of _______________ disasters.
2. The emphasis is on the _________________ of
_____________________.
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2. The emphasis is on the _________________ of
_____________________.

II. Potential _________________ of a soldier.
A. Apostasy = “Renunciation of ______________.”
1. The falling _________ must come ___________.
a. The ____________ decline.
b. The ___________ teachers.
c. Those who _______________ them.
B. Afraid of _________________ and ___________________.
1. People that ______________ faith, are _______________
with the ____________, but _____________ it’s
____________ and __________________ to
_________________ their lives.
2. The general law of __________________.
3. Suffering ___________________ is God’s __________.
C. _________________ and be __________________.
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III. Our ________________, _______________, and
________________________, are all found in His _________.
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I. latter; evil; bad
A. Difficult; reducing
1. Not; natural
2. decadence; individuals
II. downfalls
A. belief
1. away; first
a. moral
b. false
c. welcome
B. suffering; persecution
1. profess; connected; church; oppose; power;
authority; influence
2. depravity
3. persecution; plan
C. Continue; convinced
III. strength; victory; righteousness; Word

